1. Identify the following minor key signature.

   a. G# minor  
b. B minor      
   c. D minor    
d. G minor

2. Identify the following minor key signature.

   a. G# minor  
b. B minor      
   c. F# minor   
d. D# minor

3. The following is an example of what scale?

   a. E major    
b. E natural minor  
   c. E harmonic minor 
d. E melodic minor

4. The following is an example of what scale?

   a. C Dorian    
b. C natural minor  
   c. C harmonic minor 
d. C melodic minor

5. The following fragment could be part of what minor scale?

   a. C# melodic minor 
b. D# melodic minor  
   c. E melodic minor  
d. E harmonic minor
6. The following fragment could be part of what major scale?

   \[ \text{\textbf{Diagram}} \]

   a. F\natural\ natural minor  
   b. G melodic minor  
   c. D melodic minor  
   d. B\natural\ harmonic minor

7. The melody below is in what key?

   \[ \text{\textbf{Diagram}} \]

   a. D minor  
   b. F minor  
   c. E minor  
   d. G minor

8. The melody below is in what key?

   \[ \text{\textbf{Diagram}} \]

   a. G minor  
   b. D minor  
   c. A minor  
   d. B\natural\ minor